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ABSTRACT

Purpose: An analysis of data from the Advanced Glaucoma Intervention Study (AGIS) has found eyes reported to have partial optic disc rim notching (not to the edge) at baseline to have less risk of subsequent visual field loss than eyes with no notching. Because this is counterintuitive and because classification of notching had not been defined in the AGIS protocol, we have assessed AGIS ophthalmologists interobserver and intraobserver agreement on notching.

Methods: Fourteen glaucoma subspecialists classified notching in 26 pairs of stereoscopic disc photographs of eyes with mild to severe glaucomatous optic neuropathy. They classified images as showing either no notching, notching not to the edge, or notching to the edge. Several hours later, 10 of them classified the same images a second time.

Results: In an analysis of interobserver agreement, of 26 stereoscopic images, a plurality of ophthalmologists classified notching as absent in 9 (35%), as present but not to the edge in 7 (27%), and as present and to the edge in 10 (38%). All 14 ophthalmologists (100%) agreed on the classification of 7 (27%) of the images, and 13 of the 14 ophthalmologists (93%) agreed on the classification of 4 additional images (15%). Of these 11 images with at least 93% agreement, notching was reported as absent in 3 (27%) and to the edge in 8 (73%). In the remaining 15 images, there was substantial disagreement about whether notching was present and, if so, whether it was to the edge. In an analysis of intraobserver agreement, none of the 10 ophthalmologists who completed the viewing a second time classified all eyes exactly the same as the first time, though 5 ophthalmologists made 4 or fewer reclassifications. Overall, 80% of the original classifications were reproduced on second reading. Of the initial classifications that were not reproduced, slightly more than half were first classified as having notching not to the edge.

Conclusion: Without definitions or examples of optic disc rim notching, the glaucoma subspecialists had relatively high intraobserver agreement but were likely to disagree with each other in characterizing the degree of disc rim notching. We recommend development of a standard photographic classification of disc rim notching. The classification should be tested for inter- and intra-observer agreement.
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INTRODUCTION

When protocol development and planning for the Advanced Glaucoma Intervention Study (AGIS) started in 1986, the investigators recognized the importance of optic disc analysis in glaucoma diagnosis and monitoring. In order to reduce study cost and complexity, however, they accepted a recommendation to eliminate stereoscopic optic disc photography and an optic disc photograph reading center from the study plan. Instead, the investigators decided to use clinical stereoscopic slit-lamp biomicroscopic examinations to evaluate optic disc rim characteristics, including a determination as to whether there was notching of the neural rim of the optic disc and, if so, whether it extended only partially or completely to the edge of the disc.

In an ongoing data analysis to determine which baseline characteristics are predictive of subsequent deterioration of visual function, we find that eyes in one, but not the other, randomly assigned surgical treatment sequence and reported to have partial disc rim notching (not to the...
edge) at baseline have a significantly lower rate of subsequent visual field loss than eyes reported to have no notching. This counterintuitive result has prompted us to question the consistency of and agreement among AGIS glaucoma subspecialists in classifying this optic disc characteristic.

There have been several interesting studies of the reproducibility of determining optic disc cupping.\(^1\)\(^-\)\(^6\) We have found no reports of studies of reproducibility of determining optic disc rim notching.

**METHODS**

**OVERALL AGIS METHODS**

The AGIS protocol and the baseline characteristics of the 591 subjects enrolled in AGIS from 11 (later 12) participating clinical centers are described in detail elsewhere.\(^7\) We briefly summarize the AGIS methods here. Appropriate institutional review boards approved the AGIS protocol, and all enrolled patients provided informed consent.

To be eligible for AGIS, patients had to be between 35 and 80 years old and have open-angle glaucoma that could no longer be controlled by medications alone. Additionally, the eye, while on maximum tolerated and effective medical treatment, had to meet one of several combinations of intraocular pressure (IOP) and visual field defect score criteria. One of the combinations that established eligibility of an eye was a glaucomatous visual field defect and consistently elevated IOP of 18 mm Hg or greater and deterioration of the optic disc neural rim. Disc rim deterioration was defined as occurrence of one or more of the following: development of disc rim hemorrhage, decrease in rim width of at least 50% in any one location, development of a notch to the edge of the disc, or increase of horizontal or vertical cup-disc ratio of 0.2 or greater. At the baseline slit-lamp biomicroscopic fundus examination, the AGIS ophthalmologist determined horizontal and vertical cup-disc ratio from the neural rim widths in the horizontal and vertical meridians, location of the thinnest rim, hemorrhage(s) on rim tissue, and notching. If there was notching, the examiner reported whether it was to the edge of the disc or not. No definitions or guidelines for the three-category classification of notching were provided.

**METHODS OF THE PRESENT STUDY**

Expert academic glaucoma subspecialist ophthalmologists at 2 centers provided high-quality stereoscopic photographs of optic discs of glaucoma patients. One set of images, from the Jules Stein Eye Institute, Los Angeles, California, consisted of 13 pairs of sequential 35 mm full-frame transparencies; the other set, from the Wills Eye Hospital, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, consisted of 13 pairs of simultaneous 35 mm split-frame photographs. The photographs were of eyes judged by the providers to have mild to severe glaucomatous optic neuropathy and no notching, notching to the edge of the disc, or notching not to the edge. Based on the providers’ appraisal of notching, one of us (D.E.G.) arrayed the photographs in each set in a disarranged order of notching.

During a 1-day meeting of the full group of AGIS investigators in September 2000, 14 academic glaucoma subspecialists each viewed and classified the 26 stereoscopic pairs of photographs. In the morning, without provision of notching definitions or discussion of definitions, each ophthalmologist viewed the 26 paired stereoscopic disc images in the disarranged order of notching and recorded his or her assessment of each optic disc as having no notching, notching not to the edge, or notching to the edge. In the afternoon of the same day, 10 of the observers, masked as to their previous responses, viewed the 26 paired images in the same order and recorded their assessments a second time.

**RESULTS**

**INTEROBSERVER AGREEMENT**

Agreement among all 14 ophthalmologists occurred for only 7 of the 26 paired stereoscopic disc images (27%) (Table I); all agreed that 3 images showed no notching (an example is shown in Fig 1) and that 4 showed notching to the edge (an example is shown in Fig 2). Agreement among 13 or 14 observers (93% to 100% concordance)
occurred for 11 images, with the observers agreeing that 3 images showed no notching and 8 showed notching to the edge of the disc.

In their classifications of the 26 stereoscopic images, a majority of the ophthalmologists agreed for 25 images. The size of the majority was less than two thirds for 9 of the images. The majority reported no notching in 9 images, notching not to the edge in 6, and notching to the edge of the disc in 10 (Table I). For 1 image, half the observers reported that notching was not to the edge, 3 observers reported no notching, and 4 reported notching to the edge (Fig 3).

Table I shows the results of the first classifications for each of the 10 ophthalmologists and the changes in classification on the second reading. Out of 260 chances (10 ophthalmologists and 26 images) for intraobserver agreement, there is agreement in 209 (80%). Of the 51 paired observations that differed, 27 (53%) were in the images classified as having no notching and in images the majority classified as having notching to varying extent. In fact, for 4 of the images, the size of the majority was only 57% (8/14) of the ophthalmologists. For example, for 1 image, 8 observers reported notching not to the edge while 3 reported no notching and 3 reported notching to the edge (Fig 4).

**INTRAOBSERVER AGREEMENT**

Although none of the 10 ophthalmologists who completed a second evaluation of the 26 stereoscopic images demonstrated perfect agreement with his or her first classification, 5 classified at least 22 (85%) of the 26 images the same each time. Of the 5, 1 ophthalmologist classified only 1 image differently at the second viewing and 4 classified 2 to 4 images differently.

Table II shows the results of the first classifications for each of the 10 ophthalmologists and the changes in classification on the second reading. Out of 260 chances (10 ophthalmologists and 26 images) for intraobserver agreement, there is agreement in 209 (80%). Of the 51 paired observations that differed, 27 (53%) were in the images classified at first assessment as having notching not to the edge, while the remainder were divided almost equally between those classified during first assessment as having no notching and those as having notching to the edge. There was 87% (72/83) intraobserver agreement on images classified as having no notching at first assessment, 56% (34/61) agreement on having notching not to the edge on first assessment, and 89% (103/116) agreement on having notching to the edge on first assessment (Table II).

**DISCUSSION**

In this study of agreement among AGIS glaucoma subspecialist ophthalmologists in identifying optic disc rim notching in stereoscopic photographic images of optic discs, we find that for 11 of the 26 images presented there is substantial agreement between observers about the degree of notching (Table I). For 12 images, the ophthalmologists widely disagreed as to whether there was no notching, notching not to the edge, or notching to the edge. By contrast, when the observers classified the images a second time, a large majority (80%) of the second classifications were in agreement with the first classification (Table II). This indicates that the ophthalmologists participating in this study generally have consistent personal definitions of the 3 degrees of optic disc rim notching, but that they often differ between one another about the definitions.

Agreement among ophthalmologists in a study like this depends not only on the choice of photographs but also on the clarity and detail of instructions provided to the readers prior to assessment. Interestingly, in 1 study of optic disc cupping, even when efforts were made to provide clear definitions and instructions, along with photographic examples, a high level of disagreement continued. Because the AGIS protocol did not provide definitions or guidelines on how to classify optic disc rim notching during clinical stereoscopic slit-lamp biomicroscopic fundus examination, we implemented the present study of stereoscopic photographs without instruction or guidelines on how to classify notching into the three-category response requested on AGIS data forms.

Several aspects of the current study design may have caused an artefact in the intraobserver reproducibility. First, one participating ophthalmologist (D.E.G.) had earlier disarranged the images in the 2 sets based on the classification provided by the source ophthalmologists. Repeating the analysis after removing the assessments of this ophthalmologist (D.E.G.) had little effect on the results (data not shown). Second, with the interval between the first and second classifications only a few hours and with no rearrangement of the order of the images in the sets, it is possible that some readers remembered some of their first assessments.

For years, most ophthalmologists have recognized disc rim notching (focal rim thinning) as a sign of glaucoma damage. For example, in a seminal study, Hitchings and Spaeth included focal notching of the neuroretinal rim as 1 of 5 morphologic types of change found in glaucomatous optic discs. Yet, of 4 current glaucoma textbooks, notching is listed in the index of only 1, and a description of disc rim notching is provided in only 2. In planning AGIS, the investigators assumed that all participating ophthalmologists shared a clear ability to recognize and characterize this sign of glaucomatous optic neuropathy. According to their examinations, at study baseline 196 of 770 enrolled eyes (25%) had optic disc rim notching to the edge and another 79 eyes (11%) had notching not extending to the edge of the disc. On the basis of the results of the present study, we question the reliability of the classifications, particularly for the 79 eyes reported as having notching not to
FIGURE 1A AND 1B
Stereoscopic pair of sequential full-frame photographs showing an optic disc characterized by all of 14 expert observers as having no notching of neural rim.

FIGURE 2
Stereoscopic pair of simultaneous split-frame photographs showing an optic disc characterized by all of 14 expert observers as having notching of neural rim to edge of disc.

FIGURE 3
Stereoscopic pair of simultaneous split-frame photographs showing an optic disc characterized by 7 of 14 expert observers as having notching not extending to edge of disc, by 3 others as having no notching, and by another 4 as having notching to edge of disc. There is a disc rim hemorrhage at the 1:30-o’clock meridian.

FIGURE 4A AND 4B
Stereoscopic pair of sequential full-frame photographs showing an optic disc characterized by 8 of 14 expert observers as having notching not extending to edge of disc, by 3 others as having no notching, and by another 3 as having notching of neural rim to edge of disc. A wisp of vitreous condensation extends off nasal rim in this eye. The first classifications by 10 expert observers of notching in this image often differed from the second.
the edge of the disc. The 7 images with the largest number of interobserver and intraobserver disagreements in the present study are the 7 classified by at least half of the ophthalmologists as having notching not to the edge.

We recognize that in this study some agreement could have occurred by chance. The kappa statistic, which has been used to assess the degree of concordance in multi-observer studies, measures the amount of agreement beyond what is expected to occur by chance. We calculated kappa ($\kappa$) for the present study, finding $\kappa = 0.51$ ($P < .001$) for inter-observer agreement among the 14 ophthalmologists who classified the 26 images. For intraobserver agreement, we found $\kappa$ to range from 0.36 to 0.94 (mean, 0.69). In recognition that the amount of agreement in the present study may be affected by the composition of the photographic sets, and because, as Siegel and coauthors stated, "...by itself, kappa is not informative enough to evaluate the appropriateness of a grading scheme for comparative studies," we decided not to emphasize the kappa statistic in this report.

Similar to the previous findings on optic disc cupping by Kahn and associates, Lichter, and other investigators, we have found substantial variation among expert observers in classifying notching of the neural rim of the optic disc. It is reassuring that individual ophthalmologists in this study tended to be consistent in classifying the images.

This leads to some recommendations for future research in optic disc rim notching. A critical step is to develop a photographic classification of notching along the lines of the Airlie House Classification of diabetic retinopathy or the LOCS II classification of cataract. The classification, to be based on standard photographs that illustrate or set limits on various degrees of notching, should be tested for intraobserver and interobserver agreement and then modified as needed. The standard photographs should be stereoscopic, taken by either the sequential full-frame or simultaneous split-frame technique. If good reproducibility is achieved, the classification can be applied in single center or multicenter studies in which notching of individual optic discs is assessed either at a disc photograph reading center or by ophthalmologists sitting at slit-lamp biomicroscopes. A good classification could become widely adopted and might provide a basis for comparisons with results from retinal nerve fiber layer analyzers.
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DISCUSSION

Dr Michael A. Kass. Gaasterland and co-workers reviewed intraobserver and interobserver agreement in judging the presence of notching of the optic disc rim in glaucomatous optic nerves. They developed a set of 26 pairs of stereoscopic optic disc photographs, which were reviewed by 14 glaucoma subspecialists who participated in the AGIS trial. The authors found relatively good intraobserver reliability and thereby reducing the number of choices available to the readers. The readers looked at the photographs in the morning and then again later in the day; thus, the 2 reading sessions were separated by hours rather than by days, months, or years, as would be more typical. It appears from my reading of the manuscript that 2 of the 14 glaucoma subspecialists in this study supplied the photographs and thus may have been more aware of the status of the optic discs.

Other authors have also found a lack of agreement between glaucoma specialists in judging optic disc photographs. In 1976, Paul Lichter reported to this meeting that significant variability existed between glaucoma specialists in evaluating the cup/disc ratio from stereoscopic photographs. The question is whether optic disc photographs can be assessed with a higher degree of interobserver and intraobserver agreement. It is my belief that this is possible, but requires a far more detailed protocol and the use of a reading center. I propose that high degrees of reproducibility can be obtained if the following steps are taken.

1. Develop a standardized protocol for taking, labeling, and shipping photographs.
2. Institute a standardized protocol for training and certifying photographers.
3. Develop a standardized protocol for training readers.
4. Institute a protocol for dealing with conflicting results, ie, reaching consensus.
5. Monitor protocol adherence in an ongoing fashion, including retraining of photographers and readers.
6. Develop a set of standard photographs for training and retesting readers and classifying discs.

In the Ocular Hypertension Treatment Study (OHTS), we have had the opportunity to utilize an optic disc reading center with all of the aforementioned features. We have looked at baseline cup/disc ratio and then re-read the same photographs 1 year, 2 years, and 3 years later. The technicians who read these photographs were not aware that they were re-reading the same set. The percent of regradings at Years 1, 2, and 3 that differed by $\geq 0.2$ disc diameters from the estimate of horizontal cup/disc ratio made at entry, was 4%, 6%, and 7%, respectively. The OHTS did not specifically address the question of notching; however, I believe that the use of standardized protocols, standardized training, and ongoing monitoring of protocol adherence can produce highly reproducible measurements.

I thank Dr Gaasterland and the other authors for the opportunity to review this paper.
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[Editor's note] Dr Richard P. Mills pointed out that clinicians cannot agree on the disc notching and other measurements of glaucoma damage, and even on the definition of glaucoma. When confronted with objective measurements of disc morphology, nerve fiber layer measurements, and quality of life, why do we insist upon agreement and reproducibility levels that are higher than we expect of our own clinical assessment? Dr Jakob Wilensky reiterated the importance of standardization and training of the examiners to achieve reproducible results. Dr Frederick L. Ferris emphasized that evaluations by clinicians yield the poorest results in terms of reproducibility because they used preconceived ideas and experience rather than defined rules. Dr Albert W. Biglan pointed out the problems of seeing the projected slides with true binocular vision. Dr Barrett Katz asked
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Dr Douglas E. Gaasterland. Dr Michael Kass commented on the short interval between readings in our study and that this may have affected reproducibility. Further, he stated, the observers expected to find notching frequently in the images. Indeed, there are alternative study designs. For example, our study might have been better done with a larger number of images and by including duplicate photographs in a single reading set to be examined by the observers during one reading session. In another design, we could have had a long interval between 2 or more reading sessions. The desirability of rigorous training of observers that he emphasized is obvious, and we emphasized it in our paper.

The investigator who supplied the photographs from one center did not participate in the reading exercise. The investigator from the other photograph source center was not the person who picked the images for the set. It is possible he had seen some of the patients or their photographs in the past. He did not participate in the repeat analysis of the images. I doubt his historical proximity to the images has influenced results of our study.

Dr Kass observed that Dr Lichter, as his thesis for the American Ophthalmological Society in 1976, presented one of the earliest studies of glaucoma subspecialist accuracy and reproducibility in interpreting photographic records of optic disc cupping. That is why I was pleased to be able to present this paper on interpretation of optic disc notching at the present American Ophthalmological Society meeting.

There is accuracy possible in optic disc photographic analysis should we follow the procedures Dr Kass outlined. These are a part of the Ocular Hypertension Treatment Study (OHTS) protocol. I think these procedures are important in clinical trials, and it is a false economy to omit them. Further, clinical trials need to keep long-term documentation of accurately attained measurements. In my mind, photographs are the best current approach for optic disc analysis and record preservation.

Dr Richard Mills commented that disagreements between experienced observers about supposedly obvious clinical details are a fact of life. Here is an example. Recently, I had my eyes read by one of the new disc analyzers operated by a person with limited experience. The analysis said I have left eye glaucoma. I said, let's repeat that. An hour later we repeated it, and I was cured. So a high degree of accuracy is possible, but it is true that in this technological age we must attain proficiency in using both old and new tools. It takes training.

Dr Jacob Wilensky seconded the need for standardization and training. He gave an example from experience with Ran Zeimer’s flicker comparator for disc photographs. In one study, trained resident physician observers were more accurate with this device than untrained community glaucoma subspecialist clinicians. My friend and teacher, Dr Elmer Ballentine, regularly used the flicker comparator to analyze serial monocular disk photographs from ocular hypertension patients. He voiced great enthusiasm for the method.

I agree theoretically with Dr Rick Ferris, who emphasized a need for highly trained non-clinicians to staff reading centers-clinicians bring a host of personal experience to the assessment, and this may interfere with reproducible reading of photographic records.

Dr Albert Biglan pointed out that for binocularity we need peripheral vision for fusion. This requires picture slides without words on them, and it requires that we observe 2 projected pictures forming a stereoscopic pair by slightly crossing, not diverging, our eyes. My slides violated both principles. For this presentation, I briefly tried to reverse the images—the observer's right eye image on the left side and vice versa. However, 2 of the 4 stereoscopic pairs I showed are in simultaneous split frame format, and I couldn't easily switch the right and left images. So I too, if sitting at the back of the room, would see a peak coming toward me, instead of a cup in the disc, as I looked at the images by crossing my eyes slightly. Next time I do this I'll put the paired images in a crossed configuration on a single slide without writing on it.

Finally, in response to Dr Barrett Katz who, after emphasizing the disconcordance among the observers in our study, asked whether this has changed my clinical behavior when looking at optic discs. The answer is simple. I have confidence in my clinical ability to recognize glaucomatous optic neuropathy. I believe my interpretations and those of other glaucoma subspecialists are reproducible; yet, this study indicates that discussion, training, and using photographic examples might bring our optic disc analyses into better agreement.